
Community Engagement Strategies

Note: Each “c” statement corresponds to this information sheet: Public Participation Spectrum

1. Meet people where they are:
a. About: Following this technique, head to where residents and community members

are already convening. You can set up a booth or make an appearance at farmers
markets, PTA meetings, public meetings, grocery stores, libraries and more. In using
this strategy, you are showing community members patience, respect, and openness
by recognizing the various constraints and priorities that occupy people’s lives. By
meeting folks where they are, you are prioritizing their experience and perspective,
and this does not go unnoticed. Because you are setting up in a busy space, your
interaction time is very limited; aim to get across a clear “ask” or pass out a flier or
handout. Additionally, you can create an icebreaker activity to draw people over to
you, such as a “spin the wheel” game.

b. Subelements:
i. Incentive-based engagement: prizes can really draw people over to you.

Consider handing out small items such as seeds or plants to start a
conversation on your topic.

ii. Canvassing: This involves meeting people at their front door or in busy
public spaces. You can consider going door to door with door tags or
event flyers.

iii. Make it equitable and accessible: Always consider ways to make your
outreach equitable and inclusive to all community members, regardless of
race, gender, language, ability, and class. Be sure that the location is
accessible for disabled community members and consider who is
frequenting the place you are targeting.

c. This strategy will Inform and Empower community members.

2. Virtual Engagement:
a. About: Virtual events can include community meetings, working groups,

meet-and-greets and almost anything discussed in this paper. You can get creative
with different virtual event platforms, mid-meeting survey and poll options, interactive
online games, and breakout rooms. Virtual events are a great way to engage folks
despite in-person constraints like distance, time zone differences, and transportation
limits. Note the access to the internet or technology within the community.

b. Subelements:
i. Make it equitable and accessible: Always consider ways to make your

sessions equitable and inclusive to all community members, regardless of
race, gender, language, ability, and class. Be mindful of the level of
access to the internet in the area you are hosting the event. You can turn
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to alternative virtual engagement methods such as phone or text
campaigns.

ii. Simultaneous language translation and closed captions: Hire a translator
to ensure that the virtual meeting is accessible for those who may not
speak English. Additionally, use a platform that includes closed captions
for deaf folks.

c. This Collaborative strategy will Inform and Involve community members.

3. Host a traditional visioning session:
a. About: In a visioning session, community members will hear about the potential

reuses for the relevant site, and are encouraged to share their own ideas. During the
visioning meetings, co-creation is prioritized and community voices are front and
center. Residents and community members have the opportunity to share their
experiences and insights and are valued as experts on the community. Consider
incorporating model-building into your visioning session. Supply participants with
standard craft supplies like construction paper, pipe cleaners, and any found objects
that can be used to build a small model of a community site. This allows for
collaboration and creativity and provides an interactive visual element to idea
building.

b. Subelements:
i. Virtual Engagement: Visioning sessions are traditionally held in person

but can be done virtually. See the entry on Virtual Engagement.
ii. Simultaneous translation: Hire a translator to ensure that the meeting is

accessible for those who may not speak English.
iii. Make it equitable and accessible: Always consider ways to make your

sessions equitable and inclusive to all community members, regardless of
race, gender, language, ability, and class. Be sure that the location is
accessible for disabled community members. Be sure that you are
bringing the community together to inform them AND ask them for input.
Be prepared to gather input virtually as well, through a meeting chat box,
or open up a Q&A session.

iv. You should set expectations for the community at the beginning of the
visioning process and prioritize transparency from all who are leading the
Visioning Session, including Developers. Take time to research any
changing Environmental Justice requirements for visioning in your state.

v. Incentive based engagement and compensation: Compensate residents
with a living wage for attending visioning sessions to acknowledge them
as community experts on par with architects and landscape architects.
Options can include: a stipend, an hourly wage, a Visa/Mastercard gift
card, or a grocery store gift card. As a last resort if funding for
compensation is not available, gather material funding and provide
participants with items such as trees, seeds, and/or technology. Don’t
plan to start an engagement effort/visioning event without first considering
compensation.
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vi. Refreshments: Think of food and drink available at meetings, especially if
they take place during meal times or incorporate a community walk.

c. This Collaborative strategy will allow you to Inform, Consult, and Involve
community members.

4. Host community events in trusted places:
a. About: You can gather resources to host an informative event in a trusted place

(such as a community center or senior/teen center) or with a trusted organization
(such as faith-based or established festivals or markets with booth space available).
This approach requires more planning than simply canvassing or going door to door;
you would likely need to work with local community leaders to set up an event with a
specified date and time and a set agenda with time for activities, workshops,
presentations, and Q&A.

b. Subelements:
i. Make it equitable and accessible: With this approach, it is important to

pay attention to the wealth (social/political/cultural capital as well as real
financial assets) that exists in the community already and who will be able
to attend an event. Be sure that the location is accessible for disabled
community members.

ii. Refreshments: Think of food and drink available at meetings, especially in
a mobile format if conducting a community walk, or extended meeting at
night.

c. This strategy will Inform, Consult and Involve community members.

5. Mobile events to spark engagement:
a. About: You can set up a community art walk or history tour to engage community

members in their environment and start conversations about change. This technique
can be done to simply get people together or to create a discussion. If a Designer/
Planner is already contracted, create a community street/area guide with footprints of
lots (taken from APN maps) to allow people to fill in with their historic and current
knowledge of neighborhood assets- associations, amenities, stores (local owner
designated), known obstacles (eg spur tracks in the middle of street crossings), lack
of sidewalks or no ADA sidewalk features.

b. Subelements:
i. Social Media: Have community members take pictures in their area or of

priority sites and add a hashtag. Not everyone will feel comfortable
speaking up in a meeting and this strategy allows for broad idea/image
sharing.

ii. Refreshments: Think of food and drink available at a community walk, to
encourage mingling and keep the group energy up.

iii. Make it equitable and accessible: Be sure that the location is accessible
for disabled community members.

c. This strategy will Inform, Involve and Empower community members.
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6. Engage Intergenerational Feedback/ Diverse Youth Groups
a. About: Local youth organizations and groups are often very involved in efforts to

create community change. They have valuable expertise in regards to cultural
affinities, ethnic/racial associations, environmental justice, and education in their
communities and their experiences and knowledge should be meaningfully
incorporated into your community efforts. Conduct outreach to local teachers to
engage grade school students in redesigning their neighborhoods. Identify public
schools that are located within brownfield occupied neighborhoods. Additionally,
work with seniors organizations and groups, who are active in voting campaigns and
are likely to attend virtual community meetings. Connect with youth through digital
engagement, such as social media campaigns, to encourage participation in local
planning.

b. Subelements:
i. Incorporate other engagement techniques: Find the best engagement

strategies for the group that you are targeting and remember to make it
equitable and accessible by offering virtual activities, simultaneous
language translation, and a location (if applicable) accessible to disabled
folks.

c. This Collaborative strategy will Inform, Involve and Empower community
members.

7. Form Working Group from Diverse Coalitions
a. About: Form a community working group to discuss issues facing all members of the

community. Be sure to consider everyone including local residents, Business
Groups, Homeowners Associations, Artist & Cultural Associations, nonprofit and
faith-based organizations, and any school PTAs. Be aware of the expectations of
each group and manage them accordingly. Each community group has different
goals for their members. You can consider organizing and prioritizing different goals
using a transparent and agreed-upon ranking system.

b. Subelements:
i. Virtual Engagement: this strategy might be best done virtually to include

as many schedules as possible. Remember to include a simultaneous
language interpreter.

ii. If you are able to hold meetings in person, consider providing
Refreshments: Think of food and drink available at a community meeting,
especially if you plan to host during meal times.

iii. Make it equitable and accessible: Be sure that the location is accessible
for disabled community members.

iv. Engage everyone: Because this meeting style has the potential to include
many different voices, be sure to structure your meetings so that
everyone has a chance to participate. Folks may stay quiet if they feel
their voices are not prioritized. Consider creating a mid or post meeting
survey to hear everyone’s opinions.

c. This Collaborative strategy will Inform, Involve, Consult and Empower community
members.
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Notes on Continued, Equitable Engagement

Feedback Loops and Continuing Engagement:
Community engagement strategies always need followup plans. They need to be extendable
and repeatable because continued engagement in the community is what makes all of the
above efforts effective. To avoid the stagnation or loss of participation in your community
engagement strategies, ask yourself and your peers these questions:

● What will you do with the information and input that you gather from the community?
● How will you share your project progress with the community and then solicit additional

feedback/ideas?
● How will you continue to engage community members throughout your project process?

To continue to engage with the community, you can create online resources like hashtags,
webpages, social media pages, online surveys, interactive games, or online progress maps and
monitoring. You could post physical updates in places that community members frequently visit,
or you could continue to hold public meetings to inform residents. The engagement strategies
listed above are repeatable, buildable, and do not expire after one event. Create consistent
community engagement to ensure that your project is equitable, inclusive, and lasting.

Uplift the Quieter Voices:
Continued community engagement also makes it possible to reach more folks and uplift more
voices within the community. Not everyone will feel comfortable participating in a community
meeting, or walking up to a booth at a farmers market; residents who feel like their voices won’t
be heard tend to stay quiet. Take this into consideration and prioritize creating an equitable and
accessible environment. Prompt quiet voices to be louder by creating other avenues for
participation and communication with the following suggestions:

● Conduct one-on-one phone calls, emails, or send follow up with surveys that reiterate
what was asked in the meeting.

● Provide incentives to participate in events, including prizes like seed bombs, or financial
compensation.

● Connect virtually through an app, social media platform, or a posted QR code used to
share information.

● Engage radio stations, local digital news bureaus, larger faith-based groups with
newsletters, and local school newspapers that will reach community members.
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